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GENERAL INFORMATION

Sub Projeet Number

Sub-project name:

Location
SDA:

Sub-project period signed
Subproject actual
implementation period:
Last period of extension

approved:

PICE012

Capacity Building of DCNEC in Wildlife Law Enforcement and Combating
Natural Resources and Environmental Crime in Laos
Thadeur Road, Thaphalarmnxay Village .....
Sisattanark Districts, Vientiane Capital Lao P'DR. P.O. Box
Tel: 021 316320, Fax. 021 316320
Department of Coenbatting Natural Resource and Environmental Crime
Ministry of Public Security
August 1$,2016

From October12oi6

[iesepeEe o.2o1@

[From October r2or6
[From iii, 2oz@

[Te D

Number of time extensions
requested

Total budget allocated

$98,862 (Five Hundred and Ninety-eight Thousand Eight Hundred Sixty
Two)

Total budget received from

Project:
Total Actual Expenditures:
Balance USS:



$98,862 (Five Hundred and Ninety-cight Thousand Eight Hundred Sixty
Two)
98,525 (Fifty-one Thousand Five Hundred Twenty-five)
377(Three lldred Seventy-seven)

What will be done with the balance of funds (Tick one below)
o Return balance to Project

II.

SUB-PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

.L. Analysis of the Sub-project and status of achievement
List the obiectives of the a roved
land the status of achievement:
Actual Progress Achieved at End of
Sub-project Objective

To strengthen capacity of DCNEC to
carry out wildlife law enforcement
activities and work cooperatively with
LAO.WEN to combat endangered flora
and ilegal wildlife trade in La PDR

List the outputs of the a roved
Planned Sub-project Outputs

Support the Provincial Police Command
4 taunter (PPCH to establish the

..

Reasons for nor-achieved

we

Throughout sub-project period,
DCNEC bas shown a bge progress
on subproject inpenenotation
continuously, which rovcal on a
number ofcompleted activities of it
AWPB such as, capacity building.
wildlife aves#aha es.ob,
interag Yoooperation, procurement
and firacial management report bas
been submitted bellow schedule
according tops standard ad
procedures. Those were the significant
indi ators of
evaluation

and the status of achievement:
Actual Achieved indicator at End
of
A coordination mechanisms was
in lace to he environmental

Reasons for pone-achieved
0l(re
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Province Environmental Police Division

(PEPD)

police in responses to illegal
wildlife trafficking. Under the
umbrella of LENS2 project,
DCNEC supported the Provincial
Police Command Headquarters
(PPCH to establish the Province
Environmental Police Divisions
(PEPD). I 2020 there are 17
provinces throughout the country
were successful established PEPD,
which compared to 2016 with only

2 provinces bad PEPD. PEPD also
plays important roles to the
establishment of pwEN and
operating its mandate at the local

Law enforcement advisory and
monitoring for province environmental
police officers throughout the country

Common issues, gaps, challenges
that could be the key obstacle for

Contribution to LAO-WEN and CITES
aetvttes

Sinee 2016, DCNEC joined the
committee of LAO.WEN and Lao

combating illegal wildlife
trafficking ad also related
regulatory measures have been
gathered, reviewed and analyzed by
DCNEC. The key players of
pppg received the support from
DCNEC related to the
understadig ad implementation
of best practices in the operating
manual of investigation techniques
against illegal wildlife trafficking

CITES secretariat. Under the
framework of both units, DCNEC
involved in developing the LA0
WEN strategy, SOP, operation
framework, and CITES-Jvory
Action Plan. In addition, DCNEC
in conjunction with LAO. WEN
members bas been worked at the
field such as patrolling, inspection,
and oir-investigation of wildlife
crime targets. On the other had
on behalf of Lao government with
spported by LENS2 project, in
2019 DCNEC together with
relevant stakeholders also took part
in the Meeting of the Conference
of the Parties (COP) to the
Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species of wid
Fauna ad Flor (CITES) which
took place in Geneva, Switzerland

,

Information development, intelligence
Up to the year 2020 a multiple
analysis, investigation and prosecution of number of information related
wildlife crime

illegal wildlife trade are detected
by Lao Law Enforcement Agencies
(LLEA) such as DCNEC, D6FI,
LCD,s well as relevant
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international agencies in Laos
including WCS, UNODC and
WWF Those information have also
been recorded in the database of
DCNEC, through the
implementation

of sub-project,

DCNEC carried out intelligence

gathering and analysis operations,
using advanced and spoeialies
techniques to improve the

preparation of complex wildlife

cases for prosecution. In addit ion,
all information and intelligence are
partially shared for senior
management team of LAO.WEN
ad designated task forces. Some
resources are made available to
address sore major wildlife threat

)

s

Regional and international cooperation

Over the past five years illegal
wildlife trafficking was take into
the transnational erire category
under the fiarework of Senior

Officials Meeting on Transnational
Crime (SOMTC) sinee 2015. 1
order to pursue the commitment of
the Lao government to the
ASEAN, several times DCNEC
with backup from LENS2 project
participated in the important
meetings regarding ASEAN
cooperation framework to address

As stated in the sub-project

output plan there an some
bilateral meetings for
DCNEC of Laos and

neighboring countries such
as Thailand, China, and
Cambodia to be host by
DCNEC during the subproject

implementing

period. Due to the €OVID
9outbreak. those has to
be postponed

illegal wildlife trafficking such as
ASEAN Working Orop on CITES
and Wildlife Enforcement (AWGCITES WE). Futhenone, the
fist Memorandum of
Understanding (Mot) on
Cooperation between Laos and

,

Vietnam on Transnational Wildlife
Crime Prevention was endorsed at
the meeting named the Meeting on
Cooperation on Transnational
Wildlife Crime Prevention" which
took place in 2018 at Vientiane

capital

Raising awareness on illegal wildlife
trafficking to the communities

The relationship between DCNEC
and the community can also foster
better information sharing and
intelligence gathering. and can
facilitate the investigation of erime.

Support law enforcement to gain the
knowledge, skills and best practices

The sub-project has provided the
0ooessary trainings within the
country and supported the
participation of the international
events to the environmental police
is
officers. The total benefiei

needed to meet today's challenge of
wild life crime
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41?officers, which included 115
women, I0 officers become a
trainer and 6 officers has
paroeipated in the international
events

Develop Information Management
System (IMS) to secure wildlife rime
data base

However, DCNEC utilized the
Microsoft Excel to facilitated the
$which can also provide
datat
platforms to report and record
Information pertaining to wild life
and forest offences in standardized
ways, and to share this information
with domestic and international

Due to lack of capability in
developing advanced
programm for a database.

partners.

l.J. Analysis of outcomes of the Sub-project and status of achievement
List the outcomes of the a
wed
l and the stats of achievement;
Actual Achieved indicator at End
Subprojeet Outcomes

of$

Score of functional capacity of DCNEC

(also LENS2 Intermediate Outcome
Indicator)

Reasons for nor-achieved
0out0ones

The score of functional capacity of
DCNEC climb up from 13% 10
73% by 2020. It represents that

within 4.3 years of sub-project
implementation, DCNEC has
exceeding achieved the target
which was set at 64%. This
displays as follows I. DCNEC
members are active ad have been
trained at intermediate level in
some of the majority contents of
wildlife erime, follow a standard
curriculum. Provincial multiagency investigations team also

traced at stenmedate
investigations level; 2). DCNEC
has Wildlife Action Plan approved
with good annual work
pla, 3).
[nformation from all official and
unofficial reports of wildlife erime
is collected, recorded and analyzed
to produce a report

)

Wildlife trafficking cases involve CITES
t listed species that refer to the national
and/or provincial public prosecutor
office (among the number of cases
opened for investigation)

Illegal wildlife trafficking case is

considered as a complex case for
prosecution. As the target for this
indicator was set at Lcases to be
achieved within 4 years. By 2020,

DCNEC has cases of wildlife
trafficking cases involve CITES L
listed species that refer to the
national and/or provincial public
prosecutor office. It shows that the
sub-project did not meet its target

There are several
unachievable factors for

this sub-project indicator.
Firstly, it is related to an
issue of case management
such as lacking of proper
evidence, unable to identify
or distinguish between
authentic and artificial
wildlife product, this leads
to the case failure while
reviewed by a prosecutor;
secondly, a weakness of
inter-agency cooperation,
and intelli Doe anal ts
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thirdly, due to the
pandemic of €OVID.19
Number of wildlife trafficking cases

open for investigations

This sub-project indicator was
initially set at 0 cases to be

achieved. However. refer to a

actual work implementation, it has
I8 illegal wildlife trafficking cases
which opened for investigation and
this is counted by the number of
search warrants issued by DCNEC

DCNEC has received a
large amount of
information regarding

illegal wildlife trafficking

recently, however, the most

received information/eases
are carried out without 4

clements of crime in order
to conduct an invest igat ion
[n addition, insufficient

personnel who have
proficieney on wildlife
crime

investigation

skill,

lack of good information
system (1MS) and

)

00operation with relevant
sectors is time-consumed.
These factors are reasons
that cause the failed target
achievement.

Strategic plan and operating manual on
wildlife crime are develop by DCNEC

DCNEC coordinates with a
national consultant also has

developed 02 action plans incboded,
the Action Plan on Illegal Wildlife

Trade Prevention (WT€L-201.
201$) i 2017 and Action Plan on
the Disruption of Illegal Wildlife
and Wi4life Products Trafficking
(Operation Predator 2019-2022) in
2019.
Country report on wildlife

crime

situation in Laos submit by DCNEC to
the Department of General Police (DGP')
and share

to DoFl

DCNEC produced the country
reports contained important
information including the situation
of wildlife crime in Lao PDR
prosecution statistics (investigation,
arrest, fine and seizure), wildlife
crime targets list, pattern of
wildlife criminal, law, regulations

and recommendations. Every year
this report has been shared to the
law enforcement agencies gueh

DOFL, PEPD and Department of
General Police (DGP').

Direct project beneficiary (of which
women) as measure by people who
receive training (also LENS2
Intermediary Outcome Indicator)

The sub-project outcome indicates
that the total beneficiary is 412
officers which included IL5
women from DCENC, PEPD and
other relevant law enforcement
agencies who received training,
which higher than the original
target (95 project beneficiary)as
measure by people who receive
training. lt also indicates that the

womens oatie ication rate is about
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28%, which goes beyond the
original target of20%. This is due
to the planning on arrangement of
staff for any sub-project activity
bas been taken #ccount of gender
issue which at least 20% of the
participants is a woman

24.Status of the institutional arrangements

The Department of Combating Natural Resource and Environmental Crime (DCNEC) was established in 2011 by
the Minister of Ministry of Public Security as a speeifie department under the Department of General Police,
Ministry of Public Security. DCNEC is an investigation agency of the police authority, with the role to establish
and implement strategies against the offences concerning natural resources and environment. DCNEC mandate
including the mandates to prevent, combat, investigate, interrogate and prosecute, and roles to support, monitor,
inspect and lead the Province Environmental Police Division (PEPD) at the provincial level in response to the
environmental crimes prevention throughout the country,
DCNEC is a member of LAOWEN and CITES-Lao secretariat. It has a role of supporting LAO.WEN and
CITES.Lao secretariat in term of investigation, providing information and wildlife erime report, contributing in
the development of strategy, guidelines, operating manuals and participating in the relevant meeting. DCNEC
also has a direct mandate to implements the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime
which ratified by the Lao government in 2003,as well as assigned as a representative of the Ministry of Public
Security to attend to all activities under the Senor Official Meeting on Transition Crise (SO4TC) ad ASEAN
Ministerial Meeting on Transitional Crime (AMM
TC), which related to wildlife and forest crime.

The sub-project is implemented by DCNEC but also engage member agencies of the Lao PDR Wildlife
Enforcement Network (LAO-WEN), PEPD and neighboring countries such as Vietnam, Thailand and China in
sary, in improving efforts at combating illegal wildlife
coordinating sub-project activities, as appropriate and necs
trafficking in Lao PDR. Furthermore, the technical team of sub-project cooperatively work cooperatively with the
Environment Protection Fund (EPF) i sub-project administration, evaluation and monitoring as well as the pongovernmental organization (NGO) in building capacity and information sharing included United Nations Office
on Drugs and Crime (UNOD), Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) and The International Criminal Police
Organization (INTERPOL) In addition, the Province Environmental Police Division (PEPD) officers in target
provinces have been assigned to assist the sub-project in coordinating and reporting. A short-term expert is also
hired to assist in technical assistance (TA) and help the team to work closely on planning and reporting, as well
as monitoring to ensure that the sub-project implementation is progressing on track.

.5. Implementation of Sub-project component and achievements of outputs

This section shall describe each actual activity, its achievement and provide details of the outputs in the
Annex section,
COMPONENT L: STRENTHENING ST1TUTIONAL AND CAPACITY BUILDING

Activities for Output l: Support the Provine ial Police Command Headquarter @ppc to establish the Province
Environmental Police Division (PEPD)

As DCNEC has a potential for combating illegal wildlife crime, especially transnational wildlife crime. In order
to deal with the illegal wildlife trafficking in Lo PDR that mostly ca he seen in the local ares, the dispatch of
environmental police force to each province throughout the country is a wital need for the productive prevent ion
Since 2016, the sub-project has been supported the Police Command Headquarter (pc) at the national and local
level in establishing the Province Environmental Police Division (PEPDs). la 2020, PEPD is existed in all
provinces of La PDR and equipped with necessary office equipment provided by the sub-project. In comparison
to the prior of the sub-project commencement where there are only two PEPD over the country. Currently, PED
is also playing the important roles in the establishment of the Provincial Wildlife Lew Enforcement Network (PWEN) and operating its mandate at the local level
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Figure L. The establishment progress of the Province Evirommental Police Division (PEPDs)

2016

2017

2019

Activities for Output 2: Support environmental police to gain the kowledge, skills and best practices needed to
meet

today's challenge of wildlife crime

Wildlife crime is a new challenging issue for DCNEC. Thus, officer capacity building is a priority activity to
allow them accessing into updated information, as well as improving their skills on the illegal wildlife trafficking
prevention more effectively. The sub-project has provided the necessary trainings within the country and
supported the participation of the international events to the environmental police officers. The total beneficiary
is 412 officers, which included 45 women, 10 officers become a trainer and 6 officers has participated in the
international events. Sinee 2016, there re 17 trainings hes been provided by the sub-project such as, advanced
investigation techniques, target surveillance, intelligence analysis, crime scene investigaoo, control delivery,
wildlife parts identification, online investigation techniques, as well as law, legal and CITEs regulations

dissemination and English special courses. The trainers are Lao and foreign law enforcement specialists and
relevant agencies such as, Peoples Police Academy, Department of General Police, UNODC, WCS and
INTERPOL
Figure2,The participants involved in both domestic and international training

WOMEN

DCNEC
PEPD

INTERNATIONAL EVENT
DOFL. CUSTOM. PROSECUTOR
100

200

Number of Participants
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Activities for Output 3; Develop strategy, guidelines, maanuals and procedures relating to the illegal wildlife
trafficking prevention

During 2019.2020 of the sub-project implementation, the mandate of DCNEC hes been amended. The amendment
provided more precise role and responsibility for environmental police in comprehensive areas of crimes and
offenses related to natural resources and environment and correspond to the chapter 9 of Lao Penal Code
NEC
(Amendment.2047) mentioned offences concerning natural resources and environment. Besides, DC
coordinates with a national consultant also has developed the action plans included, the Action Plan on Illegal
Wildlife Trade Prevention (WT€L-2017-2018) in 2017 and Action Plan on the Disruption of Illegal Wildlife and
Wildlife Products Trafficking (Operation Predator 2019-2022) in 2019.
Activities for Output 4 Establish the LAO-WEN Focal Point (LWFP') and Wildlife Crime Investigation Team
(WCIT) at DCNEC
In 2015, DCNEC joined the national committee of La PDR Wildlife Law Enforcement Network (LAO-WEN),
but it has not yet been actively involved in the implementation of the LA0WEN Activities. Thus, to enhance roles
and responsibilities of DCNEC and more active engagement with LAO0WEN, th sub-project arranges activities
to support DCNEC to establish the LAOWEN Focal Point (LWFP') which corprised of the Wildlife Crime
Investigation Team (WIT). LWFP is under direct supervision of the Deputy Director General of DCNEC. It has
a specific mandates and is a representative of DC
NEC to work cooperatively with LA0WEN at the national
level The Wildlife Crime Investigation Teare (WIT) is responsible for investigating specific wildlife cases,
conducting surveillance of target groups and individuals, crime scene investigation, collecting physical and other
fores of evidence and carrying out general criminal investigation duties. The WC[fie equipped an equipment
and acquired the skills necessary for wildlife crine prosecution as professional standard. It also work closely with
relevant law enforcement agencies of the government especially DOI, Custom for the purposed of preventing,
detecting, investigating illegal wildlife crime activities.

COMPONENT 2: SUPPORT DCNEC FIELDWORKS AND IMPROVE COORDINATION AND
COOPERATION
Activities for Output 5: Information development, intelligence analysis,

investigation

crime

and prosecution of wildlife

is still using Excel as a database to record and retrieve wildlife crime information, since 2017, DCNEC
has been gathered the illegal wildlife teffieking information from online and physical sources where there are 76

DCNEC

incidents information were detected and recorded
further analysis and developing into fieldwork

in

a database. Sore of those

information

were selected for

Figure3, The evaluation of sources and information process

The numerous fieldwork activities were implemented in 8 target provinces of Lao pp where considered as a
high risk hotspot for illegal wildlife trafficking including Lang Prabang province, Huapban, Viengchan,
Xayabuly, Bolikhamay, Khanauon, Sava.oakhet ad Champasack in the purposed of information verification,
collecting physical evidences, conducting surveillance of target groups and individuals and crime scene
investigation. Since 2017, DCNEC increased its efforts against poaching and trafficking. spported by LENS2
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project and NGO%. These efforts include actions undertook through its Action Plan on Illegal Wildlife Trade
Prevention (WT€1-2017-2018), the Action Plan on the Disruption of Illegal Wildlife and Wildlife Products
Trafficking (Operation Predator 2019-2022) and the National lvory Action Pl (NIAP'). Based on the results of
qualitative fieldwork conducted by DCNEC on 76 incidents information related to illegal wildlife trafficking
detected, there are 48 incidents information can be proven to be true, more than 4 tons of wildlife endangered
species seizures were made from 207 to 2020 including elephant ivory, rhino horns, pangolins, tigers, snakes,
turtles and reptiles

Figure 4. Seizure of wildlife ehibits statistic

T

'

Elephent lvory Craving

Rhino Hor

Asean Black Bear

Turtles

Raw Ivory

Sine 2017, the sub-project spports DCNEC in conducting an investigation of I8 wildlife crime cases and there

are 9of I8 cases involve CITES I listed species that refer to the national and/or provincial public prosecutor
office. Based on an analysis of I8 eases of illegal wildlife trafficking where 29 arrests were made, Lao nationals
were most frequently arrested, followed by Chinese and Vietnam nationals.
TAble ; The wildlife crime prosecution statistics
Description

Wildlife crime

Case detected
76

Ce opened for
investigation

ls

Ce sent
to the

9

Case
conviction

•

Court
9

Arrest

Seizure of
wildlife
exhibits

29

4,000

Activities for Output 6 Law enforcement advisory and monitoring for province environmental police officers
throughout the country

beginning of each year, the sub-project arranges activity to support DCNEC missions on law enforcement
advisory and monitoring the Province Environmental Police Division (PEPD) throughout the country. Th%e
activity helps DCNEC recognized a common issues, gaps, challenges being faced by PEPD that could be the key
obstacle in addressing illegal wildlife trafficking. The issues will be solved through the sub-project annual work
plan, as well as ptpD in need. In addition, the relevant regulatory measures have been gathered, reviewed and
analyzed by DCNEC for an update. PEPD is able to access an updated information such as, law, regulations and
the current situation of wildlife erime. Moreover, the key players of PEPD Alo received the support from DCNEC
related to the understanding and best practices in the operating manual of investigation techniques concerning to
illegal wildlife teffieking
At the

Activities for Output 7: Raising awareness on illegal wildlife trafficking to the communities

One important way to tackle the root cases of wildlife trafficking is lo ensure that rural communities are more
cngaged in wildlife crime prevention, and that they benefit more from it. The awareness campaign aims to reduce
the demand for and supply of illegal wildlife products, as well as the consumption of wild animal. Every year
under the implementation of sub-projeet, DCNEC h been conducted the public awareness campaigns on the
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important occasions related to the illegal wildlife taffieling prevention such%e World Environment Day, Wildlife
Day, and National Planting Day. The cores of activity is to highlight the impact of the illegal wildlife trade on the

sustainable livelihoods of communities, disseminate law ad regulations and present the pattern of wildlife
criminal behavior. This activity also enhanced collaboration between a local people and law enforcement officer
on information sharing

Activities for Output 8: The contribution of DCNEC to the implementation of LAO-WEN and CITES

Frameworks

Sine 2016, DCNEC has been played an important role in supporting LAO-WEN ad CITES to implement its
frameworks. This includes participating in DOF's update of the Wildlife Law, DOFT's development of the LAOWEN Cooperation Framework and update of the LAO-WEN Strategy, Lao PDR CITES's development of the
National Ivory Action Plan, as well as participating in international dialogues and meeting various international
commitments such as CITES, ASEAN Working Group on CITES ad Wildlife Enforcement (AWG CITES and
WE)
ln 2019. 2 delegates from DCNEC were supported by the sub-project to attend the eighteen meeting of the
Conference of the Parties which hold from 17.28 August, at Geneva, Switzerland. As part of the Lao P'DR
delegate, DCNEC gathered the matters on administration, strategy, implementation, fauna and flora species
improvement related to the wildlife law enforcement action in the international level and supported the CITES
Management Authority in responding technical questions from the conference on Lao wildlife enforcement action
on prevention, detection, disruption and prosecution fr CITES species crimes of Lao pp
Activities for Output ; Enhance national, regional and international cooperation on wild life

crime

prevention

To combat illegal wildlife trafficking which the most cases has found in local areas, an effective communication
and coordination between national and provincial level should be accurate and timely. Under the umbrella of
LENS2 project, DCNEC hes established the coordination mechanism to facilitate the communication and
information sharing among the environmental police throughout the country. This includes wildlife crime focal
point, internal communication channel, data collection template and wildlife crime report ternplate. Besides, the
sub-project has supported DCNEC to conduct regular national roudtables and consultations involving DOI,
Custom, prosecution, judiciary, ant-corruption and anti-money laundering to identify key issues, exchange of
information. Moreover, DCNEC has intensified cooperation with NGO such as UNODE, WCS, WWF by
conducting regular workshop, consultations to share, exchange of information and develop strategies relating to
the illegal wildlife trafficking investigations

)

The consequences of cross-border illegal wildlife trade have wide implications, affecting national and
international security, th social and ecoootic. develope.st of cooties, ad biodiversity ad habitat, ass well rs
glohal health In addition, cross-border wildlife trafficking is no longer an issue of one nation authority alone
recently, thus regional and international coopcraton among law cntorccrent agenes ac0heal sue4ss ta tor,
Since 2017, the sub-project has supported DCNEC to cooperate with relevant and neighboring countries through
cooperative dialogues and case-based meetings, All relevant activities had facilitated developing cooperation
mechanisms as MOL with countries such as Vietnam, Thailand, and China
COMPONENT 3: PROJECT ADMINISTRATION AND MONITORING

l he sub-project's organzat on structure consists ot a supervisor, manager and technca team who work together
on a sub-project to achieve its objectives. The Director General of DENE bold a sub-project supervisor who not
commonly head'le daily sub project setiitis imp lmntation but oral cub projct cuprvic.ion. Th cub projot
manager is assigned to primarily work for the sub-project and work with technical team The sub-project has
emphasized on the sustainability such as human resource, mechanism and working system and equipment which
will be applied for the work. Therefore, the sub-project technical staffs are government officers which included a
person responsible for monitoring and evaluation, planning accounting and other team members who are maybe
not directly involved with management but carry out the work related to the sub-project. Junior staff is arranged
to work with the team as to provide them an opportunity to learn and they could bea staff of next project. Finance
is a vital part of the sub-project and there is a need to hire an accountant who is appropriate qualification to help
The government staffs who are assigned to work for the sub-project have had terms of reference especially the
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sub project manager, M&E and accountant. Review of performance of the sub-project staff team members j
conducted from time to time as to identify whether any speeifie or additional training is needed as to fulfill the
task.

B, Sub-project disbursement
The total sub-project budget is 598,862 US dollars included I0 per cent of contingency, to be disbursed from
2016-2020. Up to the year 2020, the total sub-project disbursement is 598,52 US dollars or equals 99 per cent.
Te major expenses has been made on the component2, which supported DCNEC fieldwork and improved
coordination and cooperation, followed by component and component3. (See annex...)

Figure 5. Total sub-project disbursement from 2016-2020
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Sub-project disbursed totally 153,548 US dollars on its procurement including IT equipment, office furniture,
vehicles and consultants. Until 2020, the procurement of goods and services as defined in the sub-project
procurement plan was completely successful or equals hundred per cent. (See annex...J
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2.6. Major constrains/problems encountered in Sub
project implementation
List down
encountered and action taken to overcome those
Problems Encountered in l lerent.at ion
Actions Taken to Solve Problems
Lack of sub-project accountant periodically
However, the government officer who has a
proficiency in accounting has been assigned to

2Delayed of project activity implementation due to
the COVID-19 outbreak

EE;scad
Proposed the World Bank in order to modify a

project activity, for instance, changing from the
training activity that involved many people into field
work activity that only involved few people to
compliance with the 0OVID.19 prevention measure

such as social distancing rules
II.

FUTURE PLAN AND DIRECTION

This section deseribes the plan (including follow up plan or proposal, scale up, replication) to sustain Sub-project
in the future. How to achieve it and who will do it
DCNEC will conduct the lesson learned meeting of the sub-project implementation, which involves the
participants from the sub-project team and other officers within the department. The objective of the meeting is
to review and evaluate the sub-project work plan which has been implemented in the past few years. This allows
DCNEC to study on the possibility of integrating sub-project plan into DCNEC mainstream work, also seek for
an opportunity, direction to continue the sub-project work plan implementation even the termination of subproject. However, the sub-project team is still remained for the purpose of research, feasibility and the upcoming
project and assist to contribute to the outcome of LENS2. Besides, the goods obtained from the sub-project
procurements, DCNEC will request the relevant sectors particularly the Ministry of finance for the prolonged

usage approval
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

As pat of LENS2

project, the sub-project outcomes have shown a positive impact on an effort to prevent illegal
wildlife trafficking in Lao PDR of the Department of Combating Natural Resources and Environmental Crime
(DCNEC). Although it is not one hundred per cent guarantee that Lao PDR is going to be a wildlife crime free
country in the near future, but DCNEC sub-project has represented the Lao government's attempt to intercept
illegal wildlife trafficking. Furthermore, LENS? project ha paved the way for public law enforcement agencies
with regard to the illegal wildlife trafficking prevention by strengthening interageney law enforcement
cooperation through LAO.WEN. Ding four years of sub-project implementation, DCNEC has made major
progress towards institution development including the capacities of the environmental police, development of
strategy, regulations and guide lines, coordination and cooperation mechanisms and information management
ytem. Under the umbrella of LENS2 projeet, DCNEC has also been played the important roles in both domestic
and transnational wildlife crime prevention, contribution to achieving government commitments under the
international convent ions and regional agreements, in coordination and cooperation with LAO-WEN and other
relevant government agencies.
V.

RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON LESSONS LEARNED

Although a physical market and shop has been closed since the pandemic of cop.19, le the meantime,
trade in wildlife ad wildlife products have also expanded into the digital sphere. Sales of certain products, like
live reptiles, elephant ivory and tiger bone products, have shifted to online platforms and encrypted messaging
apps as traffickers have found new ways to connect with potential buyers. The online trade is particularly diffieult
to address due to lack of transparency, inconsistent regulatory frameworks, and limited law enforcement

capacities.

2 Recently, La ppg has obviously done well on the reform of legal and regulatory systems for addressing
wildlife and forest offences. However, there is still lack of comprehensive domestic legislation and tool dealing
with illegal wildlife trafficking such as a domestic legislation related to illegal wildlife trafficking set out specific
values of live animal, animal's part and products; ad a tool set out spceifie responsibilities of each agency or
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authority and mechanisms of coordination and cooperation. Consultation and partnership building can occur at
various levels and may be formalized in memorandums of understanding (M0Ls) or committee. In turn, without
comprehensive wildlife and forest laws at the national level, it is difficult to combat wildlife and forest offences
at the international level

3. le order to effectively intercept the illegal wildlife trade that known as transnational crime, law enforcement
agencies should initially have entered into bilateral agreements with other countries that, directly or indirectly,
relate to wildlife and forest crime or illegal trade in wild fauna and flora. The agreement should be contained a
crucial mechanist including criminal offences, cures for Customs and law enforcerent cooperation, and
information exchange
4. Aclose relationship between law enforcement agencies and the community can also foster better information
sharing and intelligence gathering, and can facilitate the investigation of erime. Law enforcement structures may
eqire adaptation to become more consultative and inclusive to ensure that close relationship

S. lticrucial that staff at all levels be adequately trained and skilled to meet the many challenges and hazards
associated with combating wildlife and forest offences. f the alleged wildlife or forest offence is investigated by
officers not sufficiently familiar with the relevant background, techniques, proc es and legal requirements, it is
possible that the integrity of the investigations may be compromised, with potential implications for subsequent
prosecutions and trials
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Objectives, outputs and outcome achievement
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Timneframe achievement

3.

Financial and procurement performance

4.

Institutional aragerent ad personnel performance including capactyassessment

Lessons learned and further recommendation (what to do, not to do, start to do?
What to do again

5.

What Bot to do again
Something new/ start to do in the future:
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Rate

t successful status

Highly Satisfactory (HS
Satisfactory (S

7

Achievement

# of outputs targeted
#f of outputs achieved
% performance rate:

Moderately Satisfactory (MS)
Moderately Unsatisfactory (MU)
Unsatisfactory (U)
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